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Description

{Technical Field}

[0001] The present invention relates to an incubator
that includes: a hand insertion window formed in a side
of a newborn chamber; a hand insertion door that opens
and closes the hand insertion window by rotation; and a
latch mechanism that holds the hand insertion door in a
closing position.

{Background Art}

[0002] An incubator has a newborn chamber to provide
appropriate physiological environment for a newborn that
cannot adjust its body temperature and others by itself.
Substantially entire areas of the sides and top of a new-
born chamber are formed from transparent members so
that a newborn in the newborn chamber can be seen
from the outside. Within the newborn chamber, not only
temperature but also humidity, oxygen concentration and
others are controlled. A treating person, however, such
as a doctor or a nurse gives treatment to a newborn in a
newborn chamber, when necessary. Therefore, for rela-
tively simple treatments, hand insertion windows are
formed in certain sides of the newborn chamber. Addi-
tionally, the incubator has a hand insertion door that
opens and closes the hand insertion window by rotation,
and a latch mechanism that holds the hand insertion door
in a closing position.
[0003] In order that appropriate physiological environ-
ment in the newborn chamber is maintained for a new-
born, it is usual that hand insertion windows are closed
by hand insertion doors and that the hand insertion doors
are held in their closing positions by their corresponding
latch mechanisms. In order to treat a newborn, however,
each hand insertion window has to be opened by rotating
its hand insertion door to its opening position from its
closing position. On the other hand, a treating person
may have in its both hands a medical device, medical
drug, or others for treating a newborn. Additionally, there
may be a case where contamination of sterilized both
hands has to be prevented. To meet such needs, con-
ventional incubators (e.g., Patent Literatures 1 and 2)
have a releasing member for releasing a latch mecha-
nism such that the hand insertion window can easily be
opened by only pressing the releasing member in a di-
rection perpendicular to the corresponding side face of
a newborn chamber with, for example, an elbow instead
of a hand.

{Citation List}

{Patent Literature}

[0004]

1. JP 2001-70373 A

2. JP 2-198554 A

{Summary of Invention}

{Technical Problem}

[0005] In the conventional incubators mentioned
above, however, a hand insertion window can be opened
by only pressing each releasing member in a direction
perpendicular to the corresponding side of a newborn
chamber. Therefore, if a treating person or others leans
on the releasing member or the releasing member comes
into contact with a wall during conveyance of the incu-
bator, the hand insertion window may be opened unin-
tentionally. Furthermore, in the conventional incubators
mentioned above, there can happen a state where, al-
though a hand insertion door is almost in contact with a
latch mechanism, this hand insertion door is not securely
held in its closing position and, therefore, the correspond-
ing hand insertion window is incompletely closed. If the
hand insertion window is unintentionally opened or in-
completely closed when a newborn is in the newborn
chamber, the inside of the newborn chamber will deviate
from appropriate physiological environment for the new-
born, and there is the possibility that the physical condi-
tion of the newborn gets out of order.
[0006] Furthermore, in the conventional incubators
mentioned above, the hand insertion door can rotate free-
ly while it is not held in its closing position by the latch
mechanism. Additionally, also the latch mechanism is
suddenly activated by urging force when it holds the hand
insertion door in its closing position. For these reasons,
the hand insertion door or latch mechanism may bump
against another part of the incubator. Noise and vibration
by impact resulting from this bump may put stress on a
newborn in the newborn chamber, and there is the addi-
tional possibility that the physical condition of the new-
born gets out of order. It is accordingly an object of the
present invention  to provide an incubator designed such
that the physical condition of a newborn is less likely to
get out of order though a hand insertion window can eas-
ily be opened by operation with, for example, an elbow
instead of a hand.

{Solution to Problem}

[0007] In an incubator according to the present inven-
tion, a latch in a latch mechanism has a spiral face that
extends to at least part of the periphery of a rotation shaft
that extends along a side of a newborn chamber. A re-
leasing member in the latch mechanism presses the spi-
ral face of the latch by movement along the side of the
newborn chamber, and rotates the latch about the rota-
tion shaft from a holding position to a releasing position
for a hand insertion door. Accordingly, a hand insertion
window can be opened by only pressing and moving the
releasing member in the latch mechanism along the side
of the newborn chamber.
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[0008] Additionally, in order to open the hand insertion
window, the releasing member in the latch mechanism
has to be pressed along the side of the newborn chamber.
Accordingly, even if a treating person or others leans on
the releasing member or the releasing member comes
into contact with a wall during conveyance of the incu-
bator, the hand insertion window will not be opened. In
addition, even if the latch in the latch mechanism rotates
between the holding and releasing positions for the hand
insertion door, the releasing member does not rotate,
and therefore impact due to activation of the latch mech-
anism is less likely to occur.
[0009] In another incubator according to the present
invention, in the course of rotation of the hand insertion
door in the direction in which the hand insertion window
is closed, an opening mechanism comes into contact with
the hand  insertion door before the hand insertion window
is closed. Thereby, the opening mechanism urges the
hand insertion door so as to rotate in the direction in which
the hand insertion window is opened. Therefore, if the
hand insertion window is not completely closed, the hand
insertion window is opened, and it is easily aware that
the hand insertion window is not closed. Accordingly, the
hand insertion window is more likely to be again closed.
[0010] In another incubator according to the present
invention, a pressed portion, which is pressed by rotation
of the hand insertion door, of the latch in the latch mech-
anism is made of impact-absorbent material. According-
ly, even if the hand insertion door bumps against the latch
when the hand insertion door is rotated to close the hand
insertion window, impact is less likely to occur.
[0011] In another incubator according to the present
invention, from some point in the course of rotation of the
hand insertion door in the direction in which the hand
insertion window is opened, a braking mechanism brakes
the rotation of the hand insertion door. Accordingly, the
hand insertion door does not stop suddenly when the
hand insertion window has completely been opened, and
impact is less likely to occur when the hand insertion
window has completely been opened.
[0012] In another incubator according to the present
invention, an urging member in the latch mechanism urg-
es the latch so as to rotate the latch from the releasing
position to the holding position. Accordingly, if the latch
is only rotated to the releasing position, the latch rotates
automatically from the releasing position to the holding
position without being manually rotated from the releas-
ing position to the holding position and holds the hand
insertion door.
[0013] Nevertheless, a braking member in the latch
mechanism brakes rotation of the latch. Accordingly,
even if the latch rotates automatically from the releasing
position to the holding position, impact is less likely to
occur at the holding position.

{Advantageous Effects of Invention}

[0014] In the incubator according to the present inven-

tion, the hand insertion window can be opened by only
pressing and moving the releasing member in the latch
mechanism along the side of the newborn chamber. Ac-
cordingly, the hand insertion window can easily be
opened by operation with, for example, an elbow instead
of a hand. Additionally, even if a treating person or others
leans on the releasing member or the releasing member
comes into contact with a wall during conveyance of the
incubator, the hand insertion window will not be opened.
Therefore, the inside of the newborn chamber is less like-
ly to deviate from appropriate physiological environment
for a newborn. Furthermore, impact due to the activation
of the latch mechanism is less likely to occur. Therefore,
less stress is put on a newborn in the newborn chamber
when the latch mechanism is activated. Accordingly, the
physical condition of the newborn is less likely to get out
of order.
[0015] In the other incubator according to the present
invention, if the hand insertion window is not completely
closed, the hand insertion window is opened, and it is
easily aware that the hand insertion window is not closed.
Therefore, the hand insertion window is more likely to be
again closed. Accordingly, the inside of the newborn
chamber is less likely to deviate from appropriate phys-
iological environment for a newborn, and physical con-
dition of the newborn is less likely to get out of order.
[0016] In the other incubator according to the present
invention, even if the hand insertion door bumps against
the latch when the hand insertion door is rotated to close
the hand insertion window, impact is less likely to occur.
Accordingly, less stress is put on the newborn in the new-
born chamber when the hand insertion window is close,
and physical condition of the newborn is less likely to get
out of order.
[0017] In the other incubator according to the present
invention, the hand insertion door does not stop suddenly
when the hand insertion window has completely been
opened, and impact is less likely to occur when the hand
insertion window has completely been opened. Accord-
ingly, less stress is put on the newborn in the newborn
chamber when the hand insertion window is opened, and
physical condition of the newborn is less likely to get out
of order.
[0018] In the other incubator according to the present
invention, if the latch in the latch mechanism is only ro-
tated to the releasing position, the latch rotates automat-
ically from the releasing position to the holding position
without being manually rotated from the releasing posi-
tion to the holding position and holds the hand insertion
door. Accordingly, it is easy to close the hand insertion
window with the hand insertion door. Nevertheless, even
if the latch rotates automatically from the releasing posi-
tion to the holding position, impact is less likely to occur
at the holding position. Accordingly, less stress is put on
the newborn in the newborn chamber when the hand
insertion window is opened, and physical condition of the
newborn is less likely to get out of order.
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{Brief Description of Drawings}

[0019]

{Fig. 1} Sectional view of a latch mechanism of an
incubator according to one embodiment of the
present invention.
{Fig. 2} Perspective view of a latch in the latch mech-
anism of the incubator according to the embodiment
of the present invention.
{Fig. 3} Partial perspective view of a packing provid-
ed for a hand insertion window of the incubator ac-
cording to the embodiment of the present invention.
{Fig. 4} Partial perspective view of a hand insertion
door of the incubator according to the embodiment
of the present invention.
{Fig. 5} Partial sectional view of the hand insertion
window of the incubator according to the embodi-
ment of the present invention, in which the hand in-
sertion door is in an opening position.
{Fig. 6} Perspective view of a braking mechanism of
the incubator according to the embodiment of the
present invention.
{Fig. 7} Sectional view of a latch mechanism of the
incubator according to the embodiment of the
present invention, in which the hand insertion door
is in contact with the latch.
{Fig. 8} Sectional view of the latch mechanism of the
incubator according to the embodiment of the
present invention, in which the latch has rotated to
its releasing position.
{Fig. 9} Sectional view of the latch mechanism of the
incubator according to the embodiment of the
present invention, in which the hand insertion door
has been held by the latch.
{Fig. 10} One of a pair of left and right hand insertion
doors and one of a pair of left and right latch mech-
anisms of the incubator according to the  embodi-
ment of the present invention, in which (a) is a front
view and (b) is a sectional view taken along a line B-
B in (a).
{Fig. 11} Side view of an incubator according to the
embodiment of the present invention where the in-
cubator is in a closed type.

{Description of Embodiments}

[0020] Hereinafter, referring to Figs. 1 to 11, there will
be described one embodiment of the present invention
applied to a switching type incubator capable of switching
between a closed type and open type as required by low-
ering or raising a canopy of a newborn chamber. Here-
inafter, the present embodiment will be described accord-
ing to the following list.

(1) An Outline of the Overall Incubator
(2) Opening and Closing of the Hand Insertion Win-
dow

(3) Awareness of any Unclosed State of the Hand
Insertion Window
(4) Making Operation of Opening and Closing the
Hand Insertion Window Quiet

(1) An Outline of the Overall Incubator

[0021] Fig. 11 shows an incubator of the present em-
bodiment in a closed type. In the incubator 11, wheels
13 and a support 14 are attached to a frame 12. A base
15 is supported on the support 14. Within the base 15 is
a control mechanism (not shown) for temperature, hu-
midity and others. Disposed on the base 15 is a newborn
chamber 16. A drawer 17 for use as storage is attached
to the underside of the base 15. Pedals 18 are also at-
tached to the frame 12 in order to adjust the height of the
base 15 or others along the support 14.
[0022] A bed (not shown) is disposed in the newborn
chamber 16. Formed in the sides of the newborn chamber
16 are: a pair of left and right treatment doors 21 which
is located on the left and right sides of a newborn (not
shown) lying on the bed; a foot end treatment door 22
which is located at the foot end; and a head end treatment
wall 23 which is located at the head end. A pair of left
and right posts 24 is also attached to the frame 12. An-
other post (not shown) is nested in the post 24. The other
post is slidable within the post 24.
[0023] A canopy 25 of the newborn chamber 16 and
an infrared heater 26 are supported respectively by one
and the other of the other left and right posts nested in
posts 24. By sliding these other posts within the corre-
sponding posts 24, the canopy 25 and infrared heater 26
can be raised or lowered independently. The canopy 25
is also made of transparent material. Attached also to
the posts 24 is a protector 27 that prevents the infrared
heater 26 from bumping against the wall (not shown) of
a room.

(2) Opening and Closing of the Hand Insertion Window

[0024] The left and right treatment doors 21 each have
an outer wall 31 and an inner wall 32 (see Fig. 9) that are
transparent and form a double-wall structure. Each outer
wall 31 and the corresponding inner wall 32 have: a pair
of left and right hand insertion windows 33 (see Fig. 9);
a pair of left and right hand insertion doors 34 for closing
and opening the corresponding hand insertion windows
33; and latch mechanisms 35 for holding the correspond-
ing hand insertion doors 34 in their closing positions for
closing the corresponding hand insertion windows 33.
Fig. 10 shows one of the pair of hand insertion doors 34
and the corresponding latch mechanism 35.
[0025] A hand-insertion-door base plate 36 of annular
shape and made of transparent rigid synthetic resin is
fitted and screwed to the internal edge of the outer wall
31 of the hand insertion window 33 of the newborn cham-
ber 16. The hand insertion door 34 is also made of a
transparent rigid synthetic resin and has a dish-like
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shape. The hand insertion door 34 is supported diamet-
rically opposite the latch mechanism 35 on the edge of
the hand-insertion-door base plate 36. The hand inser-
tion door 34 is rotatable about a rotation shaft 37 between
a closing position in which the hand insertion door 34
closes the hand insertion window 33 as shown in Figs.
9 and 10 and an opening position in which it opens the
hand insertion window 33 as shown in Fig. 5. The hand
insertion door 34 is urged from the above-mentioned
closing position toward the above-mentioned opening
position by a helical coil spring 38 in which the rotation
shaft 37 is inserted.
[0026] Fig. 1 shows the latch mechanism 35 in Figs.
10 and 11.
The latch mechanism 35 includes a latch 41, a latch base
plate 42, and a releasing member 43. The latch base
plate 42 is fixed to the hand-insertion-door base plate 36.
The latch 41 and the releasing member 43 are supported
by the latch base plate 42. The latch 41 is rotatable about
a rotation shaft 44 between a holding position in which
the latch 41 holds the hand insertion door 34 in the closing
position as shown in Figs. 9 and 10 and a releasing po-
sition in which it releases the holding as shown in Fig. 8.
[0027] A helical coil spring 45, in which the rotation
shaft 44 is inserted, is interposed between the latch 41
and the latch base plate 42. The latch 41 is urged by the
helical coil spring 45 from the releasing position to the
holding position. As shown in Fig. 2, the latch 41 has a
spiral  face 46 that extends to part of the periphery of the
rotation shaft 44.
[0028] As shown in Fig. 1, interposed between the re-
leasing member 43 and the latch base plate 42 are a
column 47 and a helical compression spring 51. The re-
leasing member 43 is urged by the helical compression
spring 51 in a direction extending from the base 15 toward
the canopy 25, that is, upward along the outer wall 31 of
the newborn chamber 16. In addition, a projection 52 is
formed integrally with the releasing member 43 so as to
be parallel with the column 47 and the helical compres-
sion spring 51. This projection 52 extends to an area
above the spiral face 46 through an opening 53 made in
the latch base plate 42.
[0029] In order to shift the hand insertion door 34 from
the state in which the hand insertion door 34 opens the
hand insertion window 33 as shown in Fig. 5 to the state
in which it closes the hand insertion window 33 as shown
in Figs. 9 and 10, the hand insertion door 34 is rotated
against the urge applied from the helical coil spring 38.
Thereby, as shown in Fig. 7, a tongue portion 54, which
is the rotating leading-end of the hand insertion door 34,
presses a pressed portion 55 of the latch 41 which is in
the holding position. With pressing by the tongue portion
54, the latch 41 rotates about the rotation shaft 44 to the
releasing position, as shown in Fig. 8, against the urge
applied from the helical coil spring 45.
[0030] With further rotation of the hand insertion door
34 from the releasing position shown in Fig. 8, the tongue
portion 54 of the hand insertion door 34 moves past the

pressed portion 55 of the latch 41 towards the rotation
shaft 44, and the latch 41 is rotated up to the holding
position by the urge applied from the helical coil spring
45, as shown  in Figs. 9 and 10. As a result, the hand
insertion door 34 is held by the latch 41 and the hand
insertion door 34 closes the hand insertion window 33.
[0031] On the other hand, in order to shift the hand
insertion door 34 from the state in which the hand inser-
tion door 34 closes the hand insertion window 33 as
shown in Figs. 9 and 10 to the state in which it opens the
hand insertion window 33 as shown in Fig. 5, the releas-
ing member 43 is pressed down in a direction extending
from the canopy 25 toward the base 15, that is, downward
along the outer wall 31 of the newborn chamber 16,
against the urge of the releasing member 43. The urge
of the releasing member 43 is applied from the helical
compression spring 51 in a direction extending from the
base 15 toward the canopy 25, that is, upward along the
outer wall 31 of the newborn chamber 16. When the re-
leasing member 43 is pushed down, the projection 52 of
the releasing member 43 moves downward through the
opening 53 and presses the spiral face 46 of the latch 41.
[0032] As a result of pressing the releasing member
43, the latch 41 rotates about the rotation shaft 44 from
the holding position to the releasing position against the
urge applied from the helical coil spring 45. Consequent-
ly, the tongue portion 54 of the hand insertion door 34 is
released from being held by the latch 41, and the hand
insertion door 34 is rotated by the urge applied from the
helical coil spring 38. Accordingly, the hand insertion door
34 opens the hand insertion window 33. When the re-
leasing member 43 is released from being pressed down,
the projection 52 of the releasing member 43 is moved
upward through the opening 53 by the urge applied from
the helical compression spring 51, and the projection 52
separates from the spiral face 46 of the latch 41 due to
this upward movement. Accordingly, the latch 41 returns
from the releasing position to the holding  position by the
urge applied from the helical coil spring 45.

(3) Awareness of any Unclosed State of the Hand Inser-
tion Window

[0033] As shown in Fig. 10 (b), a packing 56 of annular
shape and made of silicone rubber is fitted along the in-
ternal edge of the hand-insertion-door base plate 36. As
shown in Fig. 3, most of the portion of the packing 56 that
is in contact with the hand insertion door 34 closing the
hand insertion window 33 is a fin-shaped portion 57 but
the portion of the packing 56 near the rotation shaft 37
of the hand insertion door 34 is a thicker portion 61. Dis-
posed on the thicker portion 61 is a projection 62 that
prevents the packing 56 from being erroneously at-
tached. As shown in Fig. 4, a recess 63 into which the
projection 62 fits is formed in the hand insertion door 34
near the rotation shaft 37.
[0034] When the hand insertion door 34 is rotated from
the state in which the hand insertion door 34 opens the
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hand insertion window 33 to the state in which the hand
insertion door 34 closes the hand insertion window 33,
the hand insertion door 34 comes into contact with the
packing 56 before the hand insertion door 34 closes the
hand insertion window 33. When the hand insertion door
34 is further rotated, the hand insertion door 34 presses
and elastically deforms the packing 56 before the latch
41 holds the hand insertion door 34. This elastic defor-
mation ensures airtight condition by the packing 56.
Additionally, elastic resilience is produced especially in
the thicker portion 61 and projection 62 of the packing
56. This elastic resilience urges the hand insertion door
34 in the direction in which the hand insertion window 33
is opened.
[0035] Accordingly, if the hand insertion window 33 is
not completely closed by the hand insertion door 34 due
to such a situation that a treating person recognizes er-
roneously that the hand insertion window 33 is closed
although the hand insertion window 33 is not actually
completely closed, or due to any other reason, the hand
insertion door 34 is rotated in the direction in which the
hand insertion window 33 is opened. For this reason, it
is easily aware that the hand insertion window 33 is not
closed, and the hand insertion window 33 is more likely
to be again closed. Incidentally, the hand insertion door
34 is urged from the closing position to the opening po-
sition by the helical coil spring 38. If, however, this urging
force is too strong, the hand insertion door 34 may rotate
suddenly.
The urging force applied from the helical coil spring 38,
therefore, should not be very strong.

(4) Making Operation of Opening and Closing the Hand 
Insertion Window Quiet

[0036] The pressed portion 55 of the latch 41 is made
of silicone rubber. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 1, a spac-
er 64 is interposed between the latch 41 and the latch
base plate 42 and about the rotation shaft 44. Rotation
of the latch 41 by the urge applied from the helical coil
spring 45 is braked by the spacer 64. On the other hand,
as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, a braking mechanism 65 made
of synthetic resin is mounted on the hand-insertion-door
base plate 36. A lower-side edge 67 of an inclining face
66 is formed integrally with the other portion of the braking
mechanism 65 whereas an upper-side edge 68 of the
inclining face 66 is a free edge.
[0037] As shown in Fig. 5, a portion near the braking
mechanism 65 around the rotation shaft 37 of the hand
insertion door 34 is not completely circular in its cross-
section but has a  cross-section with radius such that
when the hand insertion door 34 closes the hand insertion
window 33, the portion near the braking mechanism 65
is separated from the inclining face 66 of the braking
mechanism 65, and when the hand insertion door 34
opens the hand insertion window 33, the portion ap-
proaches the inclining face 66, comes into contact with
the inclining face 66 in the course of the opening of the

hand insertion window 33, and consequently presses the
inclining face 66. When the inclining face 66 is thus
pressed, the braking mechanism 65 is elastically de-
formed so that the upper-side edge 68 is moved farther
from the lower-side edge 67 and that the height of the
inclining face 66 is decreased, and the pressing force is
absorbed.
[0038] When the hand insertion door 34 is rotated from
the state in which the hand insertion window 33 is opened
as shown in Fig. 5 to the state in which the opening 33
is closed, the tongue portion 54 of the hand insertion door
34 first comes into contact with the pressed portion 55
of the latch 41 as shown in Fig. 7. However, since the
pressed portion 55 is made of silicone rubber, impact is
less likely to occur even if the tongue portion 54 comes
into contact with the pressed portion 55 with great force.
When the hand insertion door 34 is further rotated from
the state shown in Fig. 7, the pressed portion 55 is
pressed and thereby the latch 41 rotates up to the re-
leasing position as shown in Fig. 8. When the hand in-
sertion door 34 is further rotated, the tongue portion 54
enters the latch 41 as shown in Fig. 9.
[0039] When the tongue portion 54 enters the latch 41
and thereby the pressed portion 55 gets not to be pressed
by the tongue portion 54, the latch 41 rotates from the
releasing position to the holding position by the urge ap-
plied from  the helical coil spring 45 and holds the tongue
portion 54. However, since rotation of the latch 41 due
to the urge applied from the helical coil spring 45 is braked
by the spacer 64, the latch 41 is prevented from rotating
with great force and, hence, impact is less likely to occur
when the rotation comes to an end.
[0040] On the other hand, when the releasing member
43 is operated and thereby the tongue portion 54 of the
hand insertion door 34 is released from being held by the
latch 41, the urging force due to elastic resilience of the
packing 56, especially of its thicker portion 61 and pro-
jection 62, and the urging force applied from the helical
coil spring 38 act in the following manner: the hand in-
sertion door 34 rotates from the state in which the hand
insertion window 33 is closed as shown in Figs. 9 and
10, through the state as shown in Fig. 8, to the state in
which the hand insertion window 33 is opened as shown
in Fig. 5. However, the braking mechanism 65 brakes
the rotation of the hand insertion door 34 in the course
of opening the hand insertion window 33, and impact is
less likely to occur when the rotation comes to an end.
[0041] In the foregoing embodiment, the pressed por-
tion 55 of the latch 41 is made of silicone rubber. How-
ever, the pressed portion 55 may be made of any impact-
absorbent material in lieu of silicone rubber. Likewise,
the packing 56 is also made of silicone rubber. However,
the packing 56 may be made of any elastically resilient
material in lieu of silicone rubber. Additionally, the fore-
going embodiment is applied to a switching type incuba-
tor but it may also be applied to a closed type incubator.
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{Industrial Applicability}

[0042] The present invention can be utilized for, for ex-
ample, manufacturing an incubator that includes: a hand
insertion window in a side of a newborn chamber, a hand
insertion door that opens and closes the hand insertion
window, and a latch mechanism that holds the hand in-
sertion door in a closing position.

{Reference Signs List}

[0043]

11 Incubator
16 Newborn chamber
33 Hand insertion window
34 Hand insertion door
35 Latch mechanism
37 Rotation shaft
38 Helical coil spring
41 Latch
42 Latch base plate
43 Releasing member
44 Rotation shaft
45 Helical coil spring (urging member)
46 Spiral face
51 Helical compression spring
55 Pressed portion
56 Packing
61 Thicker portion (opening mechanism)
62 Projection
64 Spacer (braking member)
65 Braking mechanism

Claims

1. An incubator (11) comprising:

a hand insertion window (33) formed in a side
of a newborn chamber (16);
a hand insertion door (34) that opens and closes
the hand insertion window (33) by rotation; and
a latch mechanism (35) that holds the hand in-
sertion door (34) in a closing position for closing
the hand insertion window,
characterized in that the latch mechanism (35)
includes:

a latch (41) having: a rotation shaft (44) ex-
tending along the side and enabling rotation
between a holding position for the holding
of the hand insertion door (34) and an re-
leasing position for releasing the holding of
the hand insertion door (34), and a spiral
face (46) extending to at least part of a pe-
riphery of the rotation shaft (44); and
a releasing member (43) that is movable

along the side, and presses the spiral face
(46) by movement to cause the rotation of
the latch (41) from the holding position to
the releasing position.

2. The incubator (11) according to claim 1, character-
ized by further comprising a helical compression
spring (51) urging the releasing member (43) in a
direction opposite to the direction in which the spiral
face (46) is pressed.

3. The incubator (11) according to claim 1, character-
ized by further comprising an opening mechanism
(61) configured such that in the course of the rotation
of the hand insertion door (34) in the direction in
which the hand insertion window (33) is closed, the
opening mechanism (61) comes into contact with the
hand insertion door (34) before the hand insertion
window (33) is closed, and thereby urges the hand
insertion door (34) to cause the rotation in the direc-
tion in which the hand insertion window (33) is
opened.

4. The incubator (11) according to claim 3, character-
ized in that
a packing (56) is attached to an internal edge of the
hand insertion window (33), and
the packing (56) serves as the opening mechanism
(61).

5. The incubator (11) according to claim 4, character-
ized in that the packing (56) is made of silicone rub-
ber.

6. The incubator (11) according to claim 4, character-
ized in that
the packing (56) has a thicker portion (61), and
the thicker portion (61) serves as the opening mech-
anism (61).

7. The incubator (11) according to claim 6, character-
ized in that
disposed on the thicker portion (61) is a projection
(62) for preventing the packing (56) from being er-
roneously attached, and
the thicker portion (61) and the projection (62) serve
as the opening mechanism (61).

8. The incubator (11) according to claim 7, character-
ized in that
a rotation shaft (37) for the rotation of the hand in-
sertion door (34) is inserted in a helical coil spring
(38), and
the thicker portion (61), the projection (62), and the
helical coil spring (38) serve as the opening mech-
anism (61).

9. The incubator (11) according to claim 1, character-
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ized in that
the latch (41) has a pressed portion (55) that is
pressed by the rotation of the hand insertion door
(34), and thereby causes the rotation from the hold-
ing position to the releasing position, and
the pressed portion (55) is made of impact-absorbent
material.

10. The incubator (11) according to claim 9, character-
ized in that the impact-absorbent material is silicone
rubber.

11. The incubator (11) according to claim 1, character-
ized by further comprising a braking mechanism (65)
configured such that from some point in the course
of the rotation of the hand insertion door (34) in the
direction in which the hand insertion window (33) is
opened, the braking mechanism (65) brakes the ro-
tation of the hand insertion door (34).

12. The incubator (11) according to claim 11, charac-
terized in that
a portion around a rotation shaft (37) for the rotation
of the hand insertion door (34) has a cross-section
that is not completely circular, and
the cross-section comes into contact with the braking
mechanism (65) in the course of the rotation.

13. The incubator (11) according to claim 12, charac-
terized in that
the braking mechanism (65) is elastically deforma-
ble, and
by the elastic deformation, the braking mechanism
(65) absorbs pressure applied due to the contact.

14. The incubator (11) according to claim 1, character-
ized in that the latch mechanism (35) includes:

an urging member (45) for urging the rotation of
the latch (41) from the releasing position to the
holding position; and
a braking member (64) for braking the rotation
of the latch (41).

15. The incubator (11) according to claim 14,
characterized in that
the latch mechanism (35) includes a latch base plate
(42) supporting the latch (41) and the releasing mem-
ber (43), and
the braking member (64) is a spacer (64) disposed
between the latch (41) and the latch base plate (42)
and around the rotation shaft (44).

Patentansprüche

1. Inkubator (11), aufweisend:

ein Handeingriffsfenster (33), das in einer Seite
einer Kammer (16) für ein Neugeborenes gebil-
det wird;
eine Handeingriffstür (34), die das Handein-
griffsfenster (33) durch Drehung öffnet und
schließt; und
einen Klinkenmechanismus (35), der die Hand-
eingriffstür (34) in einer Schließstellung zum
Schließen des Handeingriffsfensters hält,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Klinken-
mechanismus (35) besitzt:

eine Klinke (41) mit: einem Drehschaft (44),
der sich entlang der Seite erstreckt und eine
Drehung zwischen einer Haltestellung zum
Halten der Handeingriffstür (34) und einer
Freigabestellung zum Freigeben des Hal-
tens der Handeingriffstür (34) ermöglicht,
und einer Spiralfläche (46), die sich bis zu
mindestens einem Teil eines Umfangs des
Drehschafts (44) erstreckt; und
ein Freigabeelement (43), das entlang der
Seite beweglich ist und durch Bewegung
die Spiralfläche (46) drückt, um die Drehung
der Klinke (41) aus der Haltestellung in die
Freigabestellung herbeizuführen.

2. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass er ferner eine Schraubendruckfeder
(51) aufweist, die das Freigabeelement (43) in eine
Richtung entgegen derjenigen Richtung, in welche
die Spiralfläche (46) gedrückt wird, zwingt.

3. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass er ferner einen Öffnungsmechanis-
mus (61) aufweist, der so ausgestaltet ist, dass im
Verlauf der Drehung der Handeingriffstür (34) in die
Richtung, in die das Handeingriffsfenster (33) ge-
schlossen wird, der Öffnungsmechanismus (61) mit
der Handeingriffstür (34) in Berührung kommt, bevor
das Handeingriffsfenster (33) geschlossen wird, und
hierdurch die Handeingriffstür (34) zwingt, die Dre-
hung in diejenige Richtung herbeizuführen, in wel-
che das Handeingriffsfenster (33) geöffnet wird.

4. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass
eine Manschette (56) an einer inneren Kante des
Handeingriffsfensters (33) angebracht ist und
die Manschette (56) als Öffnungsmechanismus (61)
dient.

5. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Manschette (56) aus Silikonkau-
tschuk hergestellt ist.

6. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 4, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass
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die Manschette (56) einen dickeren Abschnitt (61)
hat und
der dickere Abschnitt (61) als Öffnungsmechanis-
mus (61) dient.

7. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass
auf dem dickeren Abschnitt (61) ein Vorsprung (62)
angeordnet ist, um zu verhindern, dass die Man-
schette (56) aus Versehen angebracht wird, und
der dickere Abschnitt (61) und der Vorsprung (62)
als Öffnungsmechanismus (61) dienen.

8. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 7, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass
ein Drehschaft (37) für die Drehung der Handein-
griffstür (34) in eine Spiralfeder (38) eingesetzt ist
und
der dickere Abschnitt (61), der Vorsprung (62) und
die Schraubenfeder (38) als Öffnungsmechanismus
(61) dienen.

9. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass
die Klinke (41) einen gedrückten Abschnitt (55) hat,
der durch die Drehung der Handeingriffstür (34) ge-
drückt wird und hierdurch die Drehung aus der Hal-
testellung in die Freigabestellung herbeiführt, und
der gedrückte Abschnitt (55) ist aus einem stoßab-
sorbierenden Material hergestellt ist.

10. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 9, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass das stoßabsorbierende Material Si-
likonkautschuk ist.

11. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass er ferner einen Bremsmechanismus
(65) aufweist, der so ausgestaltet ist, dass von einem
Punkt im Verlauf der Drehung der Handeingriffstür
(34) in die Richtung, in die das Handeingriffsfenster
(33) geöffnet wird, der Bremsmechanismus (65) die
Drehung der Handeingriffstür (34) bremst.

12. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 11, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass
ein Abschnitt um einen Drehschaft (37) für die Dre-
hung der Handeingriffstür (34) einen Querschnitt
hat, der nicht vollständig kreisförmig ist, und
der Querschnitt im Verlauf der Drehung mit dem
Bremsmechanismus (65) in Berührung kommt.

13. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 12, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass
der Bremsmechanismus (65) elastisch verformbar
ist und
durch die elastische Verformung der Bremsmecha-
nismus (65) Druck, der aufgrund der Berührung aus-
geübt wird, absorbiert.

14. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass der Klinkenmechanismus (35) be-
sitzt:

ein Zwangselement (45) zum Erzwingen der
Drehung der Klinke (41) aus der Freigabestel-
lung in die Haltestellung; und
ein Bremselement (64) zum Bremsen der Dre-
hung der Klinke (41) .

15. Inkubator (11) nach Anspruch 14, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass
der Klinkenmechanismus (35) eine Klinkenbasis-
platte (42), die die Klinke (41) und das Freigabe-
element (43) stützt, besitzt und
das Bremselement (64) ein Abstandsstück (64) ist,
das zwischen der Klinke (41) und der Klinkenbasis-
platte (42) und um den Drehschaft (44) angeordnet
ist.

Revendications

1. Couveuse (11) comprenant:

une ouverture de passage de main (33) formée
sur un côté d’une chambre de nouveau-né (16);
une trappe de passage de main (34) qui libère
et obture l’ouverture de passage de main (33)
par rotation; et
un mécanisme de verrouillage (35) qui maintient
la trappe de passage de main (34) dans une
position fermée afin d’obturer l’ouverture de
passage de main,
caractérisée en ce que le mécanisme de ver-
rouillage (35) comporte:

un verrou (41) comprenant: un axe de rota-
tion (44) s’étendant latéralement et permet-
tant la rotation entre une position de main-
tien destinée assurer le maintien de la trap-
pe de passage de main (34) et une position
de libération destinée assurer la libération
du maintien de la trappe de passage de
main (34), et une face en spirale (46) s’éten-
dant sur au moins une partie de la périphérie
de l’axe de rotation (44); et
un élément de libération (43) qui peut être
déplacé latéralement, et presse la face en
spirale (46) par un mouvement provoquant
la rotation du verrou (41) depuis la position
de maintien vers la position de libération.

2. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 1, caractéri-
sée en ce qu’elle comprend en outre un ressort de
compression hélicoïdal (51) appliquant l’élément de
libération (43) dans une direction opposée à la di-
rection suivant laquelle la face en spirale (46) est
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pressée.

3. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 1, caractéri-
sée en ce qu’elle comprend en outre un mécanisme
d’ouverture (61) configuré de telle manière qu’au
cours de la rotation de la trappe de passage de main
(34) dans la direction suivant laquelle l’ouverture de
passage de main (33) est fermée, le mécanisme
d’ouverture (61) entre en contact avec la trappe de
passage de main (34) avant que l’ouverture de pas-
sage de main (33) soit fermée, et pousse ainsi la
trappe de passage de main (34) afin de provoquer
la rotation dans la direction suivant laquelle l’ouver-
ture de passage de main (33) s’ouvre.

4. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 3, caractéri-
sée en ce que:

une garniture (56) est fixée sur un bord interne
de l’ouverture de passage de main (33), et
la garniture (56) sert de mécanisme d’ouverture
(61).

5. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 4, caractéri-
sée en ce que la garniture (56) est réalisée en un
caoutchouc au silicone.

6. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 4, caractéri-
sée en ce que:

la garniture (56) présente une partie plus épais-
se (61), et
la partie plus épaisse (61) sert de mécanisme
d’ouverture (61).

7. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 6, caractéri-
sée en ce que:

sur la partie plus épaisse (61), il est formé une
saillie (62) destinée à empêcher la fixation erro-
née de la garniture (56), et
la partie plus épaisse (61) et la saillie (62) ser-
vent de mécanisme d’ouverture (61).

8. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 7, caractéri-
sée en ce que:

un axe de rotation (37), destiné à assurer la ro-
tation de la trappe de passage de main (34), est
inséré sur un ressort à spire hélicoïdale (38), et
la partie plus épaisse (61), la saillie (62) et le
ressort à spire hélicoïdale (38) servent de mé-
canisme d’ouverture (61).

9. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 1, caractéri-
sée en ce que:

le verrou (41) comprend une partie pressée (55)

qui est pressée par la rotation de la trappe de
passage de main (34), et provoque ainsi la ro-
tation à partir de la position de maintien vers la
position de libération, et
la partie pressée (55) est réalisée en un maté-
riau absorbant les chocs.

10. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 9, caractéri-
sée en ce que le matériau absorbant les chocs est
du caoutchouc au silicone.

11. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 1, caractéri-
sée en ce qu’elle comprend en outre un mécanisme
de freinage (65) configuré de telle sorte que, à partir
d’un certain point au cours de la rotation de la trappe
de passage de main (34) dans le sens suivant lequel
l’ouverture de passage de main (33) peut être ouver-
te, le mécanisme de freinage (65) freine la rotation
de la trappe de passage de main (34).

12. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 11, caracté-
risée en ce que:

une partie autour d’un axe de rotation (37), des-
tinée à assurer la rotation de la trappe de pas-
sage de main (34),
présente une section transversale qui n’est pas
totalement circulaire, et
la section transversale vient en contact avec le
mécanisme de freinage (65) au cours de la ro-
tation.

13. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 12, caracté-
risée en ce que:

le mécanisme de freinage (65) peut être défor-
mé de manière élastique et,
par la déformation élastique, le mécanisme de
freinage (65) absorbe la pression appliquée du
fait du contact.

14. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 1, caractéri-
sée en ce que le mécanisme de verrouillage (35)
comporte:

un élément d’application (45) destiné à préchar-
ger la rotation du verrou (41) depuis la position
de libération vers la position de maintien; et
un élément de freinage (64) destiné à freiner la
rotation du verrou (41).

15. Couveuse (11) selon la revendication 14, caracté-
risée en ce que:

le mécanisme de verrouillage (35) comporte une
plaque de base de verrou (42) supportant le ver-
rou (41) et l’élément de libération (43), et
l’élément de freinage (64) est une entretoise (64)
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disposée entre le verrou (41) et la plaque de
base de verrou (42) et autour de l’axe de rotation
(44).
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